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QUESTION 1

What format of data can the HTTP adapter retrieve and automatically parse? (Choose three) 

A. Swift 

B. XML 

C. JSON 

D. Plain text 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 2

An IBM Worklight hybrid application supports Android 2.3 phones and tablets. It needs to be extended to support
Android 4 phones and tablets. After installing the Android 4 SDK, how can the IBM Worklight Studio be used to
accomplish this? 

A. Add a new application, environment, and create skins for Android 4 phones and tablets. 

B. Add a new environment to existing application for Android 4, and create skins for Android 4 phones and tablets. 

C. Add new skins for Android 4 phones and tablets to the existing Android environment, and programmatically
determine which skin to use atruntime. 

D. Add new skins for Android 4 phones and tablets to the existing Android environment, and let the runtime determine
which skin to useautomatically. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

How can Java code replace a Worklight adapter? 

A. It is possible to setup request routing directly to Java code removing the need to use Worklight adapter 

B. By setting useJavaAdapters property to true in adapter\\'s XML file 

C. By deleting the adapter\\'s JS file and declaring Java class in XML file 

D. Java code can be used as an extension of adapter functionality; it cannot be used as a replacement 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

What happens when adapter procedure invocation fails due to inability to reach the Worklight server? 
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A. Client side framework will try to invoke the procedure again and again until succeeded 

B. onFailure callback specified in invocation options will be invoked. Developer should use it to treat server connectivity
issues 

C. onFailure callback specified in invocation options will be invoked. WL.Events.WORKLIGHT_IS_DISCONNECTED
event will be fired. Developer should use either to treat server connectivity issues 

D. Client side framework will show an error message with a retry button 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Given the following code: 

What will the alert(WL.Client.getUserPref(\\'key1\\')); show? 

A. The alert will not show since WL.Client.setUserPref cannot be called in the for loop since it is an asynchronous
function. 

B. updatedValue1 since WL.Client.setUserPref({\\'key1\\' : \\'updatedValue1\\'}); will replace the value of key1 set in the
for loop. 

C. value1, updatedValue1 or null since WL.Client.setUserPref is an asynchronous function and there is no guarantee
which call, if any,will return first. 

D. value1 since WL.Client.setUserPref(\\'key1\\', \\'updatedValue1\\'); will fail because WL.Client.deleteUserPref
(\\'key1\\') was notcalled before setting the new value. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

A hybrid mobile application named App1 is failing to connect to the Worklight Server with the following error code:
"Application Error - The connection to the server was unsuccessful" Knowing that the application should be available at
"http://srv.ent.com:9099/wl" but without any access to the Worklight Console, how can the support engineer ensure that
the application App1 has been properly deployed? 

A. Query the is-alive URL at "http://srv.ent.com:9099/wl/ws/rest/vitality?app=App1" 
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B. Query the preview URL at "http://srv.ent.com:9099/wl/apps/services/preview/App1/App1.html" 

C. Invoke the Worklight Server Mobile Browser Simulator at"http://srv.ent.com:9099/wl/
_MobileBrowserSimulator/index.html?app=App1" 

D. Use a remote debugging tool such as Weinre or iWebInspector to inspect the request to the application\\'s init
resource 

at"http://srv.ent.com:9099/wl/apps/services/api/App1/common/init" 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

An administrator is installing Worklight Server on a stand-alone machine in a QA environment and has already
performed the following steps: 1.Created and initialized the Worklight databases 2.Defined and configured the required
application server resources Which additional step must the administrator perform to use the Worklight Console to verify
successful installation? 

A. Deploy the Worklight Console adapter file. 

B. Install the Worklight sample customization WAR file. 

C. Set the worklight.home JVM custom property to the location of the Worklight Console folder. 

D. Copy the worklight-jee-library.jar file to the application server\\'s Worklight library folder. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

Assuming it is not overridden manually, in which case will the isSuccessful property of the procedure invocation result
be true? 

A. Worklight server is not accessible 

B. Back end that adapter tries to connect to is not accessible 

C. Internet is not available on a mobile device 

D. Specified procedure does not exist in adapter 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

What function is invoked when the Worklight framework initialization finishes? 

A. wlInit() 

B. wlInitFinished() 
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C. wlCommonInit() 

D. wlStart() 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

Which class should be added to an element in order for it to use a property from messages.js? 

A. resource 

B. translate 

C. localizable 

D. externalText 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

What is messages.js file used for? 

A. This file contains the texts of application pop-up prompts 

B. This file contains the texts of error messages that application may show 

C. This is an internal framework file. It is used to store system messages for debugging purposes 

D. This file contains strings that can be used for application elements 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

HTTP adapters can be used to__________. (Choose three) 

A. Work with RESTful services 

B. Work with SOAP services 

C. Work with JMS services 

D. Issue GET and POST requests 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 13
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A user has several devices. He\\'s using the application from all of them. Is it possible to send a push notification to a
specific device? 

A. No, once Worklight server submits push notification it will be delivered to all of user\\'s devices 

B. Yes, userSubscription contains deviceSubscription objects for each device user ever registered for push notifications
from. It can be used to send notification to a specific device. 

C. Yes, once Worklight server submits push notification it will be delivered to the last user of the device 

D. No, this is considered a security breach. If the user has more than one device notification will not be sent at all 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

A developer is implementing an HTTP adapter that connects to a public web service. After performing field tests, the
developer has observed that the adapter times out too frequently. 

What is the correct way to set the adapter\\'s timeout period? 
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A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C D. Option D 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

The following changes are made to a Worklight mobile application: 1.Web resources of version 1 (v1) are updated and
deployed to the Worklight Server. 2.A new version 2 (v2) is deployed with its updateSilently property set to true. What
will be the direct update user experience on a device running v1 of the application when the user chooses to receive
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update? 

A. v1 is uninstalled first followed by a silent installation of v2. 

B. v1 web resources are updated first followed by a silent installation of v2. 

C. v1 web resources are reloaded after the update and the application remains on v1. 

D. The user is prompted to choose between updating v1 or installing v2 in the background. 

Correct Answer: C 
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